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Physical and functional interactions define the molecular
organization of the cell. Genetic interactions, or epistasis, tend
to occur between gene products involved in parallel pathways or
interlinked biological processes. High-throughput experimental
systems to examine genetic interactions on a genome-wide
scale have been devised for Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
Schizosaccharomyces pombe, Caenorhabditis elegans and
Drosophila melanogaster, but have not been reported previously
for prokaryotes. Here we describe the development of a
quantitative screening procedure for monitoring bacterial
genetic interactions based on conjugation of Escherichia coli
deletion or hypomorphic strains to create double mutants on
a genome-wide scale. The patterns of synthetic sickness and
synthetic lethality (aggravating genetic interactions) we
observed for certain double mutant combinations provided
information about functional relationships and redundancy
between pathways and enabled us to group bacterial gene
products into functional modules.

Measuring the phenotypes of double mutants on a genome-wide
scale can help to explain the biological functions of individual gene
products1, reveal the components of biological pathways and
protein complexes2, and illuminate the modular arrangement of
functional neighborhoods3. Several high-throughput screening
methods have been developed to detect genetic interactions in a
genome-wide manner in eukaryotic model systems. Most of these
technologies are array-based, which allows thousands of interactions to be measured simultaneously.
The archetypal approach, termed synthetic genetic array (SGA)
analysis4, makes use of robotic automation to construct double
mutants in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae by mating. A ‘query’
strain, with a drug-resistance marker replacing a gene of interest, is

crossed to an arrayed collection of single-gene deletion strains of
opposite mating type marked with a different selectable marker.
After meiosis, sporulation and selection for double mutants,
synthetic genetic interactions are identified when specific combinations of mutations cause cell death (synthetic lethality) or retard
growth (synthetic sickness). Such aggravating genetic interactions
often occur when two nonessential gene products impinge on the
same essential cellular process or function within different pathways such that one pathway can functionally compensate for
defects in the other. Hence, identification of epistasis on a large
scale can provide a global map of the functional relationships
between genes and pathways5. Gene clustering based on the
similarity of genetic interaction patterns can reveal novel components of pathways and the roles of various subunits of a particular
protein complex5–7.
Bacteria are hardy organisms, which suggests that extensive
functional redundancy occurs in prokaryotes as well. Indeed,
only 303 genes had been identified as essential for growth of
E. coli K12 laboratory strain, a leading model microbe, in rich
medium8. Experimental examples of epistasis have been documented in E. coli and other prokaryotes9. However, the extent of
functional cross-talk among the B4,200 genes of E. coli remains
uncertain as no systematic unbiased genome-wide surveys of
genetic interactions have been reported.
The principle of meiotic assortment is not applicable to bacteria.
However, E. coli can use conjugation to exchange genetic information. Certain strains (F+) harbor a transmissible low-copy episome,
the fertility (F) factor10, which promotes its own replication and
transfer via conjugation into an F– bacterial cell. At a low frequency,
the F factor integrates into the host chromosome, giving rise to
high frequency of recombination (Hfr) strains10. In this scenario,
concomitant chromosomal DNA transfer occurs in a unidirectional
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manner, starting with loci adjacent to the episome origin
of transfer10, oriT, until mating is interrupted. Once inside
the recipient, the donor DNA is integrated into the recipient
chromosome by homologous recombination by endogenous
host factors11.
We exploited this capacity to develop an array-based highthroughput bacterial genetic interaction assay, E. coli synthetic
genetic array (eSGA), for comprehensive bacterial geneticinteraction screens. We showed that conjugation can drive efficient
genetic exchange of a marked query gene mutation from an E. coli
Hfr donor strain into a genome-wide high-density arrayed collection of E. coli F– recipient single gene mutants. We then used
robotic pinning, dual marker selection and colony imaging to
identify quantitative colony growth defects in the resulting double
mutants, revealing functional dependencies and pathway redundancy. Hierarchical clustering of the genetic interaction profiles
obtained for 39 independent genome-scale screens revealed the
modular architecture of E. coli pathways synthesizing iron-sulfur
(Fe-S) clusters and suggested new biological relationships.

Hereafter, we refer to each of these two independent mutants
as ‘isolate 1’ and ‘isolate 2’. To this collection, we also added
149 F– potentially hypomorphic kan-marked strains with
essential genes involved in conserved bacterial processes13 tagged
with a gene encoding a C-terminal sequential peptide affinity
tag (SPA).
Then we constructed double mutants via conjugation of the
query mutant strain with recipient F– mutant strains by pinning
both strains onto solid Luria-Bertani (LB) medium (Supplementary Methods online) where the chloramphenicol resistance–
marked query gene on the donor chromosome is transferred into
the recipient strain and integrated into the recipient chromosome
via homologous recombination. Subsequently, we selected the
resulting chloramphenicol- and kanamycin-resistant double
mutants on LB containing both kanamycin and chloramphenicol.
Finally, we digitally imaged the plates and, for whole genome
screens, scored colony growth and determined fitness statistics
(Supplementary Methods). The eSGA screening process was
automated by performing the replica transfer and pinning
steps robotically.

RESULTS
Establishment of the eSGA system
A schematic flowchart illustrating the eSGA procedure is shown in
Figure 1. For each screen, we constructed a query gene deletion
mutant by replacing the target gene with a chloramphenicolresistance marker (cat) in an E. coli Hfr Cavalli donor strain bearing
an integrated temperature-inducible l-Red
high-efficiency homologous recombination
system12 (Supplementary Fig. 1 online).
a
The recipient mutant strains (Supplementary Table 1 online) arrayed in
twenty-five 384-well plates included the
∆abcA-cat
Keio single gene deletion mutant strain
collection8 covering 3,968 nonessential
single gene replacements marked with a
kanamycin-resistance cassette (kan). Of
these, 3,956 were represented by two indeHfr donor
b
pendent single gene deletion isolates, for a
deletion
strain
8
total of 7,924 single gene deletion mutants .
Figure 1 | eSGA outline. (a) An Hfr strain with a
query gene deletion mutation marked with cat
(chloramphenicol-resistance gene; pink box) is
grown overnight in liquid LB with chloramphenicol
(Cm) and pinned onto LB-Cm plates.
Simultaneously, the recipient F– mutant array
strains marked with kan (kanamycin-resistance
gene; red box) are pinned onto LB-kanamycin
(Kan) plates. (b) After overnight growth the Hfr
query strain colonies and recipient array colonies
are pinned over each other on LB plates.
Conjugation ensues, with transfer initiating at a
specific origin of transfer, oriT, and proceeding via
a rolling-circle replication. The donor chromosome
undergoes homologous recombination with the
recipient chromosome. (c) The resulting colonies
are pinned onto plates containing both kanamycin
and chloramphenicol for selection of double
mutants. (d) The double mutant plates are then
imaged and colony sizes are scored to identify
aggravating and alleviating interactions.

Parameter testing and optimization
The frequency of conjugative exchange is related to the genetic
distance of the query locus relative to oriT, the conjugation time
and other parameters14. In Hfr Cavalli, oriT is located at 12.2 min15
and the chromosome is transferred counterclockwise (Fig. 2a). We
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Figure 2 | Map of the query mutations and
detection of aggravating genetic interactions by
eSGA. (a) Chromosomal positions of the query
mutations used in this study. Green arrows indicate
the deletions (marked with cat) used as queries in
genome-wide screens, and blue arrows indicate
deletions (marked with cat) used as queries in
mini-screens. Chromosome coordinates are
indicated in minutes (¢). OriT is the F origin of
transfer in Hfr Cavalli, and oriC the chromosomal
origin of replication. Query locus ybcJ located
close to oriT transfers early, whereas rusA on the
other side of oriT transfers late18. (b,c) Miniscreens showing synthetic lethal or synthetic sick
relationships between components of the
functionally redundant Isc and Suf pathways. In
b, a query strain bearing a deletion of sufC marked
with cat is crossed against recipient strains
bearing individual gene deletions in and around
the isc operon. In c, results of a converse
experiment are shown, in which a DiscU-cat
donor strain was conjugated with strains bearing
null mutations in and around the suf operon.
‘‘Donor only’’ represents a negative control with
no recipient strain.
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first performed small-scale experiments to determine the feasibility
of conjugation as a mechanism of marker transfer to create double
mutants and determine optimum parameters for conjugation
(Supplementary Results online).
Proof of concept: interactions between isc and suf pathways
To confirm that aggravating genetic interactions can be detected
by our eSGA method, we monitored genetic interactions
between the components of two well-studied, functionally redundant pathways, encoded by the isc and suf operons, which
jointly mediate the essential and highly conserved process of
Fe-S cluster biosynthesis16. Whereas null mutation(s) of single
components yield viable strains17, inactivation of the Isc and
Suf pathways simultaneously results in synthetic sick or lethal
(SSL) mutants18,19.
In small-scale experiments we transferred deletions of sufC and
iscU, key genes in the Suf and Isc pathways, respectively, into
recipient strains bearing null mutations in and around the chromosomal region of the respective buffering pathways (Fig. 2b,c).
As expected, viability was abolished for double mutants
inactivating core components of both pathways, but not for
combinations involving unrelated adjacent genes. The DiscU-cat
and DsufA-kan combination caused a synthetic-sick phenotype,
consistent with recent work indicating partial complementation of
sufA loss by iscA20.
We observed similar genetic interaction patterns with other isc
and suf gene donors (data not shown), confirming that functionally
informative SSL genetic interactions between components of
parallel pathways are readily detected by eSGA.

ydiN

Development of a genome-wide assay
and data normalization
We devised assay configurations for highdensity, genome-wide robotic screening
Synthetic sick
which minimized spurious technical variation (Supplementary Methods). Conjugation was performed on solid medium in a 384-spot configuration
using four biological replicate recipient colonies, two for each of
isolate 1 and isolate 2. Two-rounds of selective outgrowth in 1,536colony format then produced consistent double mutant colony
sizes (Supplementary Fig. 2 online), allowing for more accurate
quantification of growth. We digitally imaged the final selective
plates and quantified the data using an automated image processing
system originally devised for yeast6.
Although synthetic lethality is straightforward to score visually
(that is, no viable colony is detected), our automated quantitative
scoring system greatly improved the informational content per
screen as the recorded genetic interactions reflected gradations in
fitness rather than arbitrary thresholds. The expectation is that, as
for yeast21, the growth rate of a double mutant involving two
functionally unrelated genes should be approximately the product
of the relative growth rates of the individual single mutants. Double
mutants that grow considerably more slowly therefore represent an
aggravating interaction, implying the genes may be in redundant
parallel pathways, whereas double mutants that grow more rapidly
than expected represent alleviating interactions, implying the two
genes belong to the same pathway or that one mutation suppresses
the mutant phenotype associated with the other.
Ultimately, we inferred fitness defects as a function of normalized
growth rates relative to unperturbed reference controls. However,
because systematic biases, such as inter-plate variation and plateedge effects6, and stochastic growth artifacts owing to pinning
defects, could lead to spurious fluctuations in colony sizes, we
normalized the raw data from each screen and then analyzed them
statistically to take into account replicate reproducibility and
NATURE METHODS | VOL.5 NO.9 | SEPTEMBER 2008 | 791

Evaluation of data quality
We assessed reproducibility between replicate screens by calculating
the Pearson correlation coefficient of the averaged, normalized
colony sizes. Typically, this coefficient for replicate screens was
0.5–0.7 (Fig. 3a), and we repeated and rescored screens with a
coefficient o0.5. As expected, the results obtained for isolate-1 and
isolate-2 deletion strains were highly correlated (data not shown),
although occasionally the scores differed markedly (Supplementary Fig. 3 online), suggesting a defect in one strain.
Closely linked genes should exhibit negative S scores because
they recombine with lower frequencies and thus fail to create
double mutants22. Indeed, this effect was evident in eSGA and
was inversely proportional to genetic distance (Supplementary
Fig. 4 online). An example of the linkage effect in a systematic
genome-wide screen using sufA as query gene is shown in
Figure 3b. Such linkage suppression, also evident in yeast SGA
screens6, has been used to confirm the correctness of query
mutations6. However, linkage suppression was generally undetectable 30 kbp from the query.
The S scores generated with the 39 query strains approximated a
normal distribution (Fig. 3c). Hence, given the possibility of some
residual noise, we estimated the statistically significant fraction of
observed S scores (that is, deviating from random expectation)
by permutation testing (Supplementary Methods). This false
discovery rate assessment revealed that in the experimental screens
a substantially greater number of interactions in the tail of
the distribution represented aggravating genetic interactions
(Fig. 3c).

deviations from median measurements. To reduce any residual
error, we then also normalized the results obtained for unrelated
donors based on the median double mutant fitness recorded for
each screen (Supplementary Methods). We then calculated an
interaction score (S) to quantify the strength and confidence of
genetic interaction determined for each mutant gene pair. Negative
S scores correspond to putative aggravating interactions and
positive S scores, to putative alleviating interactions. Moreover,
to provide a biological measure of relative fitness between
double mutants, we also measured the magnitude of the fitness
defect for each significant (P o 0.0001) mutant gene pair by
calculating the log2(Q/R) ratio, where Q represents normalized
colony size of each double mutant, and R represents the average
normalized median colony size of all double mutants arising from
the same donor strain screen.
Global profiling with 39 genome-wide screens
To validate the effectiveness of the eSGA assay, we performed
39 independent genome-wide screens (Supplementary Table 2
online). We first screened 13 functionally related genes encoded
by the iscRSUA-hscBA-fdx (Isc system18) and sufABCDSE (Suf
system19) operons as a benchmark because of extensive documentation of functional redundancy in the literature. We next
queried an additional 26 functionally unrelated genes primarily
to control for biological and technical false positives and to
provide a greater breadth of data with which to normalize
potentially locus-specific effects (that is, uniqueness of the
profiles). These additional donors contained mutations affecting
RNA polymerase (RNAP)-associated factors (mfd, fliA, greA, greB,
rpoS, rpoN and yacL), homologous recombination (recD),
disulphide isomerase (dsbC), malate dehydrogenase (mdh)
and 16 genes of unknown function (yadE, yafP, ydjH, ydjX, ygfJ,
yhdZ, yieG, yhcG, yiiL, ycjR, ynjB, ygcB, yrbA, ykgE, ycjN
and ytfR).

Functional enrichment
As S scores deviating significantly (P o 0.0001) from the mean
represent candidates for functional associations23, we evaluated the
extent to which existing knowledge about functionally related gene
pairs was accurately reflected at various S score thresholds (Fig. 3d).
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Figure 3 | Evaluation of data quality and
statistical significance of interaction (S) scores
from genome-wide screens. (a) An example
showing biological reproducibility between
replicate experiments from DsufA-cat genomewide screens. Pearson correlation coefficient
is given for normalized colony sizes from the
replicate screens. Red line represents best fit.
(b) Effect of linkage on recombination efficiency
using DsufA-cat as a query mutation. The
expanded region shows closely linked genes that
generate viable recombinants with reduced
frequency. Negative S scores correspond to
aggravating interactions, and positive S scores
indicate putative alleviating interactions.
(c) Distribution plots of average S scores from all
genes used as queries (actual), as well as from
randomized datasets (random) for all screens.
The overall distribution is shown in the inset.
(d) Significance of quantitative genetic
interactions was calculated using standard Z score
transformation. Functional association was also
determined for all interactions after removing
adjacent linked genes at the indicated distances
from the query loci. The arrow indicates that all
recipient genes located within 30 kbp of the query
gene were removed from consideration.
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interaction scores between gene pairs. The ydhD gene has SSL interactions with the members of the Isc system.

We applied standard Z score transformation to calculate significance and calculated functional enrichment, expressed as the
positive prediction rate (PPR), for each value of |Z score|. For
functional associations between E. coli genes, we obtained annotated and predicted interactions from the Search Tool for the
Retreival of Interacting Genes/Proteins (STRING) database24
using a medium (0.4) confidence cut-off value.
The PPR increased with increasing |Z score|, approaching 0.5
at high |Z score| with no linkage correction (Fig. 3d). Because
functionally linked genes are often in the same operon on bacterial
chromosomes, we progressively removed closely linked genes from
consideration to mitigate this effect. Although the PPR was reduced
to 0.28 once we removed from consideration genes within 30 kbp of
the query locus, the functional enrichment was still substantially
greater than the positive prediction rate for |Z score| ¼ 0.
Projecting pathway relationships and functional modules
Genes in the same pathway should display closely correlated
patterns of aggravating interactions with genes in parallel, functionally redundant pathways5. Hence, we performed twodimensional hierarchical clustering of the S scores to analyze the
roles of individual genes in various pathways and processes
(Fig. 4a). Based on the functional-enrichment analysis (Fig. 3d),
we reclustered the profiles after accounting for linkage (30-kbp
window) and used a stringent |Z score| cut-off of Z4 (P o 0.0001)
to create a high-confidence dataset of 1,288 genetic interactions
(Fig. 4b and Supplementary Table 3 online). Among these, we
detected 799 genetic interactions for nonessential genes, with 730

categorized as aggravating interactions and only 69 as alleviating
interactions. We then compared the S scores of the high-confidence
interaction dataset for nonessential genes to the log2(Q/R) for each
pair of mutants. Although all the significant S score mutant gene
pairs with aggravating interactions exhibited a similar interaction
trend with the log2(Q/R) (Supplementary Table 3), only 41% (28/
69) of the alleviating interactions were concordant, suggesting these
tend to be biologically subtle. As expected, the genes of the Isc and
Suf pathways formed distinct clusters (Fig. 4b). Moreover, mutations of individual Isc pathway components (iscS, iscU, hscA, hscB
and fdx) all resulted in aggravating interactions when combined
with mutations in the Suf system. Exceptions were the iscS-sufD
and hscB-sufD combinations, which have weaker SSL interactions.
Using iscA as query, we observed an aggravating interaction with
sufA, but only very weak or no SSL interactions with other
members of the Suf operon. This observation is in good agreement
with a recent report demonstrating a synthetic sick iscA-sufA
combination20, implying that sufA partially complements loss of
iscA function.
The Isc components interacted not only with the Suf pathway,
but also with certain genes outside the Suf system, including ydhD
(monothiol glutaredoxin), ygfZ (folate-binding, tRNA-modifying
enzyme), gntY (paralogue of iscA and sufA), hemF (oxygendependent coproporphyrinogen oxidase) and yrbA (a bolA-like
protein) (Fig. 4b). Some interactions also appear to be highly
specific, such as iscS with truA (tRNA pseudouridine synthase),
both of which were previously reported to be involved in
tRNA modification25.
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To validate the reliability of the novel interactions, we confirmed
epistasis by reanalyzing individual donor-recipient combinations
using a custom mini-array (Supplementary Results). For example,
we confirmed the strong SSL interactions of a donor lacking ydhD
when conjugated to iscSUA, hscAB and fdx deletion recipient strains
(Supplementary Fig. 5 online). Conversely, we isolated viable
double mutants when conjugating ydhD with strains deleted for
components of the Suf pathway.
Interaction properties of essential genes
Over one-third (489/1,288) of our high-confidence significant
interactions involved a hypomorphic allele of an essential gene
(394 aggravating, 95 alleviating), suggesting that essential bacterial
genes have more functional links than nonessential genes, as is
also evident in yeast26. Virtually all (392/394) of the significant
(P o 0.0001) aggravating interactions exhibited a similar interaction trend with log2(Q/N), whereas only half (46/95) of the
alleviating interactions did so (Supplementary Table 3). The
observed SSL relationships included interactions of query deletion
of greA and greB, which encode closely related transcription factors,
with the rpoA-SPA, which encodes an SPA-tagged core subunit of
RNAP, as well as with rpoN, which encodes the RNAP sN factor;
and a query deletion of yacL, which encodes a putative elongation
factor, interacted with rpoC-SPA, which encodes SPA-tagged RNAP
b¢ subunit. Interpretation of SSL interactions involving potential
hypomorphs is, however, more complex than those involving null
alleles because in the majority of cases the nature of the observed
hypomorphic defect is unknown.
DISCUSSION
We authenticated our eSGA method by verifying known pathway
relationships between the Suf and Isc systems18,19, which contain
many paralogous components (Supplementary Discussion
online). After data normalization and filtering, we recorded an
average of approximately 20 high-confidence genetic interactions
per query gene for nonessential genes, which is on par with the
B30 typically observed for nonessential yeast genes5. However, our
39 screens may not be representative of E. coli genes in general, with
results likely representing minimum estimates for two reasons: first,
we used a stringent |Z score| cutoff to minimize false positives,
which may have eliminated genuine interactions; second, even
though functionally related genes tend to cluster in the bacterial
chromosome, we removed genetically linked genes (within 30 kbp)
from consideration to eliminate the linkage effect.
In our data assessment, the S score and log2(Q/R) value agreed to
a greater degree for aggravating interactions than for alleviating
interactions, where more than 50% of the significant alleviating
interactions (S score) diverged dramatically from the log2(Q/R)
value, suggesting the possibility of misinterpretation of certain
large-scale genetic interaction data when we used only one model.
Subsequently, at least two independent measurement models may
be necessary to determine the extent of functional relationship.
Our assay identified many highly significant (P o 0.0001)
interactions, some of which define previously unidentified functional relationships even within two heavily studied Fe-S cluster
pathways (Supplementary Discussion). For example, ydhD recipient mutant strain displayed aggravating interactions with all members of the isc operon, including iscA, but no discernable
interactions with the Suf system (Fig. 4b,c and Supplementary
794 | VOL.5 NO.9 | SEPTEMBER 2008 | NATURE METHODS

Fig. 5). Reports of YdhD facilitating redox reactions by the thioredoxin TrxAB reductase system, also used for in vitro Fe-S cluster
assembly27, as well as of sufABCDSE operon19 induction and
increased ydhD amounts under iron depletion conditions28, correlate with our findings and, together with our results, implicate YdhD
as a previously unrecognized factor working with the Suf system.
Using the eSGA assay we detected both previously characterized
and new functional relationships, supporting the efficacy of this
approach for systematic, genome-wide, quantitative, doubledeletion surveys. Despite the advantages of eSGA, potential artifacts
may have been introduced by the use of nonisogenic donor strains
(see Supplementary Discussion). Although we suspect that, in
practice, screening artifacts rarely occur, nevertheless an Hfr donor
strain isogenic with the BW25113 KEIO gene deletion collection
strain background has been developed recently (H. Mori and B.
Wanner; unpublished data). This strain is fully compatible with the
screening strategy reported here and will be used in future experiments to define new components of existing pathways as well as the
mechanisms underlying genetic robustness and phenotypic buffering in E. coli. The large number of genetic interactions detected for
the relatively small subset of E. coli mutant gene pairs examined to
date suggests that the concept of a ‘minimal genome’29 must
accommodate the notion of epistasis. Given that conjugation is
widespread in prokaryotes, donor-recipient pairs need not necessarily be restricted to E. coli (Supplementary Discussion). Thus,
eSGA could potentially be extended to examine genetic interactions
in other bacterial species.
METHODS
Bacterial strains, plasmids, media and reagents. Hfr Cavalli was
obtained from the E. coli Genetic Stock Centre. The Keio strain
collection has been described previously8. Standard LB agar media
were used to grow the E. coli deletion strains with or without
antibiotics at concentrations of 34 mg/ml chloramphenicol and
50 mg/ml kanamycin (Sigma). Double mutants were cultured at
32 1C on rectangular plates.
Construction of E. coli double mutants using automated strain
arraying. We developed a 6-day strain-handling procedure using a
replica-pinning RoToR-HDA benchtop robot (Singer Instruments)
to automate double mutant construction. The complete step-wise
protocols are described in Supplementary Methods.
Functional enrichment. The raw and normalized colony sizes
used to generate the S scores from the genome-wide screens are
shown in Supplementary Table 4 online. Significance of quantitative genetic interactions was calculated using a standard Z score
formula. To calculate the positive prediction rate [TP / (TP + FP)],
true positives (TP) were defined as functional associations predicted by eSGA that have annotation links in STRING and false
positives (FP) were defined as eSGA hits without supporting
evidence. A |Z score| cut-off Z 4, corresponding to P o 0.0001,
where the interaction score (S) is on average r –2.78 for
aggravating and Z 2.61 for alleviating interactions, was considered
statistically significant. Two-dimensional clustering was performed
according to the similarity of genetic interaction profiles as
calculated using an uncentered correlation distance metric with
average linkage implemented in Cluster 3.0 (ref. 30).
Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Methods website.
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